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1. INTRODUCTION
This note is a supplement of the previous paper [8] on p-adic behaviour
of Gauss sums. Let p be a fixed odd prime number, K an imaginary abelian
field containing a primitive pth root ‘p of unity, and K K the cyclotomic
Zp-extension with its n th layer Kn (n0). Let Un be the group of semi-
local units of Kn at p, and
( , )n : Un_Un  +p n+1
the Hilbert norm residue symbol at p. There are canonical subgroups Cn
and Gn of Un generated by certain cyclotomic units and certain Gauss sums,
respectively. (For the definition of Gn , see [8, Section 5.1].) We first show
that these subgroups are ‘‘in a general position’’ with respect to the above
pairing for all n. Namely, we show that the index (Cn , Gn)n in +pn+1 is
bounded as n   (Theorem 1). Let An be the Sylow p-subgroup of the
ideal class group of Kn , and
A= An
the projective limit with respect to the relative norms. It is conjectured that
the even part A+ is a finite abelian group by Greenberg [5]. We next give
an interpretation of this conjecture in terms of the annihilator of Cn or Gn
with respect to the pairing (Theorem 2).
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2. RESULTS
Let K be an imaginary abelian field with ‘p # K_, and put
2=Gal(KQ), 1=Gal(KK), G=Gal(KQ).
We assume that
(C1) the exponent of 2 equals p&1.
Then, we have a canonical decomposition G=2_1.
For a prime divisor v of Kn over p, let Kn, v be the completion of Kn at
v, and ( , )n, v the Hilbert norm residue symbol at v defined by
(:, ;)n, v=(;1p
n+1
) \&1 (# +pn+1), :, ; # (Kn, v)_
with
\=(:, Kn, v (;1p
n+1
)Kn, v).
Let Un, v be the group of principal units of Kn, v and Un=>v | p Un, v the
group of semi-local units of Kn at p. Here, v runs over the primes of Kn
over p. The pairing ( , )n on Un is defined by
( , )n= ‘
v | p
( , )n, v : Un_Un  Wn=+p n+1 .
This enjoys the property
(:_, ;_)n=(:, ;)_n for :, ; # Un and _ # G (1)
(cf. Hasse [7, page 54]). Let
Vn= ,
mn
Nm, n Um
be the group of universal norms, where Nm, n denotes the norm map.
Denote by Tn the Zp-torsion subgroup of Un . We easily see that TnVn .
By local class field theory, we see that (Vn , Tn)n=[1]. We put
V n=Vn Tn .
Then, the above pairing induces the pairing
( , )n : V n_V n  Wn , (2)
which also satisfies the property (1).
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Throughout this note, we fix a nontrivial even Qp-valued character / of
2. Let /*=|/&1 be the associated odd character, where | is the character
of 2 representing the Galois action on ‘p . We often regard / and /*
as primitive Dirichlet characters. For a Qp-valued character  of 2
and a Zp[2]-module M (such as Vn , A), we denote by M() the
-component of M. Namely, M() is the maximal submodule of M on
which 2 acts via . By (1), the essential part of the pairing (2) is the
subpairing
V n (/)_V n (/*)  Wn . (3)
Let Cn (/) be the subgroup of Vn (/) generated by the cyclotomic units of
Kn in the sense of Hasse [6]. For the precise definition, see Sumida and the
author [9, II, page 727]. In [8, Section 5.1], we defined a canonical sub-
group Gn (/*) of Vn (/*) generated by certain Gauss sums of Kn , and
studied its properties in connection with Greenberg’s conjecture on A+ .
We put
C n (/)=Cn (/) Tn (/)Tn (/), G n (/*)=Gn (/*) Tn (/*)Tn (/*).
Our first result is the following:
Theorem 1. The index (C n (/), G n (/*))n in Wn is bounded as n  .
We fix a topological generator # of 1=Gal(KK), and let q # pZp be
the unique p-adic integer such that ‘#=‘1+q for all ‘ # +p . As usual, we
identify the completed group ring Zp [[1]] with the power series ring
4=Zp [[T]] by #=1+T. Then, the groups defined above are regarded as
modules over 4. As is well known, A is finitely generated and torsion
over 4 (Iwasawa [13, Theorem 5]). For a finitely generated torsion
4-module M, char(M) denotes its characteristic polynomial, which is a
uniquely determined distinguished polynomial times p + for some +0. The
/-part of Greenberg’s conjecture is stated as follows.
Conjecture. char(A(/))=1.
By Iwasawa [12], there exists a unique power series g/ (T ) in Zp [[T]]
related to the p-adic L-function Lp (s, /) by
g/ ((1+q)1&s&1)=Lp (s, /), s # Zp .
We can uniquely write
g/ (T )=P/ (T) } u(T)
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for a distinguished polynomial P/ (T ) and a unit u(T ) of 4 by the p-adic
Weierstrass preparation theorem (cf. Washington [16, Theorem 7.3]) and
the theorem of Ferrero and Washington [3]. It is known (cf. [16, Theorem
5.11]) that
(T&q) |% P/ (T ), for /*( p){1
(T&q) | P/ (T ), for /*( p)=1.
Further, when /*( p)=1, we have
(T&q)2 |% P/ (T )
by Ferrero and Greenberg [2, Proposition 2]. We put
P / (T )={P/ (T ),P/ (T )(T&q),
for /*( p){1,
for /*( p)=1.
As a consequence of the theorem of Mazur and Wiles [14] (= the
Iwasawa main conjecture), we have
char(A (/)) | P / (T). (4)
(For the case /*( p)=1, see [9, II, Remark 5].) It is known (cf. [5,
pp. 265266]) that
T |% P/ (T)
from the Leopoldt conjecture for K and p proved by Brumer [1].
Let : # pZp be a fixed p-adic integer. In all what follows, we assume that
(C2) (T&:) | P / (T ), but (T&:)2 |% P / (T).
From the above, we have
:{0 and :{q. (5)
We put
|n (T)=(1+T)p
n
&1, &n (T )=|n (T)T, T4 =(1+q)(1+T)&1&1.
Define polynomials Xn (T ) and Yn (T ) in Zp [T] by
Xn (T )=
|n (T)&|n (:)
T&:
, Yn (T )=
Xn (T )&Xn (:)
T&:
.
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Further, for a submodule M of V n (/) (resp. V n (/*)), M= denotes its
annihilator in V n (/*) (resp. V n (/)) with respect to the pairing (3).
The second result is the following theorem which is of some interest in
view of Greenberg’s conjecture and (4).
Theorem 2. Under the above setting, assume further that the 4-module
A (/*) is pseudo-isomorphic to a cyclic 4-module. Then, the following three
conditions are equivalent.
(i) (T&:) | char(A (/)).
(ii) C n (/) p } Yn (T )G n (/*)= for all n0.
(iii) G n (/*) p } Yn (T4 )C n (/)= for all n0.
Remark 1. The polynomial Xn (T ) and its generalized version were
introduced in Sumida and the author [9], [10], and effectively used in the
numerical study on Greenberg’s conjecture.
Remark 2. The assumption on A (/*) in Theorem 2 is satisfied if
P/ (T ) has no multiple roots. The last condition holds for all examples
which are known at present.
3. SOME 4-MODULES
For a Qp-valued character  of 2, the groups Un () and Vn () are
related by
Un ()={Vn (),U0 () Vn (),
for ( p){1,
for ( p)=1.
(6)
Here, we are regarding U0 as a subgroup of Un in the usual way. For the
case ( p){1, see Gillard [4, Proposition 2], and for the latter, see Sumida
[15, page 695]. As for the group Tn , it is known (cf. [4, Propositions 1,
2]) that
Tn ()={[1],+p n+1 ,
for *( p){1,
for *( p)=1.
(7)
We put
V  := V n ,
C  (/) := C n (/) ( V  (/)),
G  (/*) := G n (/*) ( V  (/*)),
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where the projective limits are taken with respect to the relative norms. It
is known that the natural projections are surjective:
V   V n , C  (/)  C n (/), G  (/*)  G n (/*). (8)
For this, see the 22nd line of [9, II, page 734] and [8, Lemma 2].
The above groups are naturally regarded as 4-modules. We recall some
fundamental facts on them. For a Qp-valued character  of 2, it is known
([4, Propositions 1, 2]) that
V  ()$4 (9)
and that
V n ()={V  ()(|n (T )),V  ()(&n (T )),
for ( p){1,
for ( p)=1.
(10)
The following is due to Iwasawa [11] and Gillard [4, Theorem 1].
char(V  (/)C  (/))=P / (T ). (11)
For a distinguished polynomial f (T) in Zp [[T]], we denote by f*(T) the
unique distinguished polynomial such that
f (T4 )= f*(T) u(T )
for some unit u # 4_. In the previous paper [8, Proposition 1], we showed
that
char(V  (/*)G  (/*)) | (P /)* (T). (12)
Further, we proved that
char(V  (/*)G  (/*))=char(A (/))* (13)
if A (/*) is pseudo-isomorphic to a cyclic 4-module ([8, Theorem A]).
4. LEMMAS
We begin with some simple remarks (14), (15), (16) which we frequently
use later. We see from (1) that
(:T, ;)n=(:, ;T4 )n , (:T4 , ;)n=(:, ;T )n (14)
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for : # V n (/), ; # V n (/*). We see that
|n (T4 )=(1+q) p
n
(1+T )&pn&1#&(1+T )&pn |n (T) mod pn+1.
From this, we obtain
(|n (T ), pn+1)=(|n (T4 ), pn+1). (15)
It follows from the definition of the polynomials Xn (T ) and Yn (T ) that
|n (T )#(T&:) Xn (T ) mod pn+1,
(16)
Xn (T )#(T&:) Yn (T ) mod pn.
For a prime divisor v of Kn over p, denote by K _n, v the pro-p completion
of the multiplicative group (Kn, v)_. Let K _n =>v | p K
_
n, v , where v runs
over the primes of Kn over p. Clearly, K _n contains Un .
Lemma 1. Let  be a Qp-valued character of 2 such that ( p){1. Then,
K _n ()=Un ().
Proof. We may well replace the base field K by K , the abelian field
corresponding to ker  by Galois theory. Let D ( 2) be the decomposi-
tion group of p at K=K and . the restriction of  to D. Since ( p){1,
we see that D{[1] and .{1. Denote by Bn the nth layer of the
cyclotomic Zp-extension over Qp . Then, we have
Gal(Kn, v Bn)$D,
and we can regard K _n, v , Un, v as Zp [D]-modules. Let O (resp. OD) be the
subring of the algebraic closure Q p generated by the values of  (resp. .)
over Zp . Then, for a module M over Zp [2] (resp. Zp [D]), we can
naturally regard M() (resp. M(.)) as a module over O (resp. OD) (see [4,
p. 3]). We fix a prime divisor v of Kn over p. We see that
K _n ()$K
_
n, v (.)O, Un ()$Un, v (.)O, (17)
where the tensor products are taken over OD . Let ?n be a local parameter
of Kn, v and t=|D| . Then, ? tn equals an element of B
_
n times a unit of Kn, v .
Therefore, since .{1, we see that the projection of ?n to K _n, v (.) is
contained in Un, v (.), regarding ?n as an element of K _n, v . Hence,
K _n, v (.)=Un, v (.). From this and (17), we obtain the assertion. K
The following assertion follows from Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let  be as in Lemma 1. Then, for : # Un (*), we have
(Un (), :)n=[1] if and only if : # Un (*) p
n+1
.
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Lemma 3. Let =/ or /*. In the pairing (3), we have
V n ()=={V n (*)
pn+1,
V n (*)&n (T4 ) V n (*) p
n+1
,
for ( p){1,
for ( p)=1.
Proof. First, let ( p){1 and *( p){1. Then, V n ()=Un () and
V n (*)=Un (*) by (6) and (7). So, the assertion is immediate from
Lemma 2.
Next, let *( p)=1. Then, V n ()=Un ()Tn () and V n (*)=Vn (*)
by (6), (7). Hence, by Lemma 2, we obtain
V n ()==Vn (*) & Un (*) p
n+1
.
Let :=x pn+1 be an element of the RHS with x # Un (*). From (10) and
*( p)=1, it follows that V0 (*)=[1], and hence
1=Nn, 0:=(Nn, 0x) p
n+1
.
Therefore, Nn, 0x=1 since U0 (*) is torsion free over Zp by (7). Then,
using local class field theory, we see that x # Vn (*)=V n (*) (cf. [16,
Lemma 13.53]). Therefore, we obtain the assertion.
Finally, let ( p)=1. From the above, we have
V n (*)==V n () p
n+1
.
Then, we obtain a perfect pairing
V n ()V n () p
n+1
_V n (*)V n ()=  Wn .
From this and (9), (10), we see that
V n (*)V n ()=$(Zpn+1Z)( p
n&1).
It follows from (10) and (14) that
V n ()=$V n (*)&n (T4 ) V n (*) p
n+1
.
We see from (9), (10) that
V n (*)(V n (*)&n (T4 ) V n (*) p
n+1
)$4(|n (T), &n (T4 ), pn+1)
$(Zpn+1Z)( pn&1).
Here, the last isomorphism holds by (15). From the above, we obtain the
assertion. K
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We can easily prove the following lemma by using the p-adic Weierstrass
preparation theorem, and we do not give its proof.
Lemma 4. Let f (T ) be a power series in 4, and a(n) (n0) nonnegative
integers. If
pa(n) f (T ) # (&n (T), pn+1)
for all n, then |n&a(n)| is bounded as n  .
Lemma 5. Let f (T ) be a power series in 4. Assume that there is a con-
stant c0 such that
f (T ) Xn (T ) # (&n (T), pn&c) (resp. (&n (T4 ), pn&c))
for all n. Then, f (T ) is a multiple of T&:.
Proof. Assume that f (T ) Xn (T) is contained in (&n (T ), pn&c) for all n.
Then, it follows from (16) that
Tf (T ) Xn (T ) # (|n (T ), pn&c)=((T&:) Xn (T ), pn&c).
Therefore, since Xn (T ) is a monic, we see that
Tf (T ) # (T&:, pn&c)
for all n. From this, we obtain (T&:) | f (T ) because :{0 by (5). When
f (T ) Xn (T ) is contained in (&n (T4 ), pn&c) for all n, we can prove the
assertion similarly by using (5) and (15). K
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1. For brevity, we put
(CG)n=(C n (/), G n (/*))nWn .
We see from (8), (11), (12) that there exists a constant c0 such that
V n (/) p
cP / (T )C n (/), V n (/*) p
cP / (T4 )G n (/*)
for all n0. Therefore, we obtain
(CG)n$(V n (/) p
cP / (T ), V n (/*) p
cP / (T4 ))n=(V n (/), V n (/*) p
2cP / (T4 )
2
)n
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by using (14). Let pa(n) be the order of the cyclic group (CG)n . Then, it
follows from the above that
(V n (/*) p
2cP / (T4 )
2
) p
a(n)
V n (/)=.
Therefore, by Lemma 3 and (9), (10), we obtain
(|n (T ), pn+1), for /( p){1, /*( p){1,
pa(n)+2cP / (T4 )2 # {(&n (T ), pn+1), for /*( p)=1,(|n (T ), &n (T4 ), pn+1), for /( p)=1.
Hence, we see that |a(n)&n| is bounded as n   from Lemma 4 using
(15) for the case /( p)=1. The desired assertion follows from this. K
Proof of Theorem 2. First, let us show the implication (i) O (ii). Assume
that T&: divides char(A (/)). Then, by (11), (13) (and (8), (9)), we see
that
C n (/)V n (/)T&:, G n (/*)V n (/*)T4 &:
for all n. Therefore, we obtain
(C n (/)Yn (T ), G n (/*))n(V n (/) (T&:) Yn (T ), V n (/*)T4 &:)n
=(V n (/) (T&:)
2 Yn (T ), V n (/*))n
by (14). By (16), we have
|n (T )#(T&:)2 Yn (T ) mod pn.
Hence, we obtain
(C n (/) p } Yn (T), G n (/*))n=[1] (18)
for all n.
Next, we show (ii) O (i). Assume that (18) holds for all n and that T&:
does not divide char(A (/)). We put
Q / (T )=P / (T )(T&:).
Then, from the second assumption and (12), (13), it follows that
char(V  (/*)G  (/*)) | (Q /)* (T).
From this and (11), we see that
C n (/) p$V n (/) p
c(T&:) Q / (T ), G n (/*)$V n (/*) p
cQ / (T4 )
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for all n, by taking sufficiently large c. Therefore, it follows from the
assumption (18) that
[1]=(V n (/) p
c(T&:) Q / (T ) Yn (T ), V n (/*) p
cQ / (T4 ))n
=(V n (/) p
2c(T&:) Yn (T ) Q / (T )
2
, V n (/*))n .
Then, by an argument in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that
p2c(T&:) Yn (T ) Q / (T)2 # (&n (T ), pn+1) or (&n (T4 ), pn+1)
using Lemma 3 and (9), (10). From this and (16), it follows that
p2cXn (T ) Q / (T )2 # (&n (T ), pn) or (&n(T4 ), pn)
for all n, and hence Q / (T ) is divisible by T&: by Lemma 5. However,
Q / (T ) is not divisible by T&: by the assumption (C2). Therefore, we
obtain the desired assertion.
The equivalence (ii)  (iii) is easily proved using (14). K
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